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Abstract. Simultaneously and accurately forecasting the behavior of
many interacting agents is imperative for computer vision applications
to be widely deployed (e.g., autonomous vehicles, security, surveillance,
sports). In this paper, we present a technique using conditional vari-
ational autoencoder which learns a model that “personalizes” predic-
tion to individual agent behavior within a group representation. Given
the volume of data available and its adversarial nature, we focus on
the sport of basketball and show that our approach efficiently predicts
context-specific agent motions. We find that our model generates results
that are three times as accurate as previous state of the art approaches
(5.74 ft vs. 17.95 ft).
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Context aware prediction · Conditional variational autoencoders

1 Introduction

Humans continuously anticipate the future states of their surroundings. Someone
extending a hand to another is likely initiating a handshake. A couple entering a
restaurant is likely looking for a table for two. A basketball player on defense is
likely trying to stay between their opponent and the basket. These predictions
are critical for shaping our daily interactions, as they enable humans to navigate
crowds, score in sports matches, and generally follow social mores. As such,
computer vision systems that are successfully deployed to interact with humans
must be capable of forecasting human behavior.

In practice, deploying a computer vision system to make a fine-grain pre-
diction is difficult. Intuitively, people rely on context to make more accurate
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predictions. For example, a basketball player may be known to stay back in
the lane to help protect the rim. The ability to leverage specific information, or
personalize, should improve the prediction of fine-grained human behavior.

The primary challenge of personalizing prediction of multi-agent motion is to
develop a representation that is simultaneously robust to the number of possible
permutations arising in a situation and sufficiently fine-grained, so the output
prediction is at the desired level of granularity. One typically employees one
of two approaches: (i) bottom-up – where each trajectory has the same model
applied to it individually, or (ii) top-down – where a group representation of
all trajectories has one model applied to it all at once. The data and target
application mainly drive the choice of approach. Typically, in settings with a
variable number of agents, e.g., autonomous vehicles or surveillance, one uses
a bottom-up approach [1–3]. When the number of agents is fixed, e.g., sports,
faces, and body pose one prefers a top-down approach [4–7].

Fig. 1. (a) Given a 2D trajectory history of moving agents (solid lines), and the future
motion of a subset of the agents (blue dashed lines); our prediction task (b) is to
generate the most likely motion of the other agents (orange, purple dashed lines). Stan-
dard approaches are unable to capture the influence of the group motion (triangles).
(c) Our method improves performance by incorporating context-specific information
(circles). (Color figure online)

While efficient for heavily structured problems, current top-down methods
cannot incorporate the necessary context to enable personalized prediction,
and often require pre-computing some heuristic group representation. Whereas,
bottom-up approaches can personalize via a large refinement module [1]. In this
paper, we show that by using a conditional variational autoencoder (CVAE), we
can create a generative model that simultaneously learns the latent representation
of multi-agent trajectories and can predict the agents’ context-specific motion.

Due to the vast amount of data available and its adversarial, multi-agent
nature, we focus on predicting the motion paths of basketball players. Specifi-
cally, we address the problem of forecasting the motion paths of players during
a game (Fig. 1a). We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on a new
basketball dataset consisting of sequences of play from over 1200 games, which
contains position data of players and the ball.
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To understand the function of initial data representation, context, person-
alization of agent trajectory prediction and generative modeling, we divide our
problem into three parts. First, to understand the role of data representation
on prediction, we predict the offense given the motion history of all players
(Fig. 1b). By applying alignment to the multi-agent trajectories we minimize
the problem of permutation allowing our group representation of player motion
to outperform the current state of the art methods. Next, to understand the role
of context, we compare the prediction of offensive agents given the motion of the
defense, player and team identities. We use separate encoders for context and
player/team identity which we connect to the variational layer, as opposed to
being used in a ranking and refinement layer, and thus act directly as condition-
als. By conditioning on context with alignment and identity, we can generate a
very accurate, fine-grained, prediction of any group of agents without the need
for an additional refinement module (Fig. 1c). Finally, we tackle the challenge of
forecasting the motion of subsets of players (a mixture of offense and defense),
given the motion of the other remaining players. Again we find that our CVAE
far outperforms the previous state of the art methods by a factor of two and
that it can make reasonable predictions given only the motion history and the
player and team identities when predicting the future motion of all ten players.

Our primary contributions are:

1. How to use context and identity as conditionals in CVAE thus removing the
need for ranking and refinement modules.

2. Utilizing multi-agent alignment to personalize prediction
3. A dataset of fine-grained, personalized, adversarial multi-agent tracking data

which will be made publicly available for research purposes.

2 Related Work

Forecasting Multi-Agent Motion. Lee et al. [1] provide an excellent review
of recent path prediction methods, in which they chronicle previous works that
utilize classical methods, inverse reinforcement learning, interactions, sequential
prediction and deep generative models. For predicting multi-agent motion paths,
there are two primary bodies of work: bottom-up and top-down approaches.

Regarding bottom-up approaches, where the number of agents varies, Lee
et al. [1] recently proposed their DESIRE framework, which consisted of two
main modules. First, they utilized a CVAE-based RNN encoder-decoder which
generated multiple plausible predictions. These predictions, along with context,
were fed to a ranking and refinement module that assigns a reward function. The
predictions are then iteratively refined to obtain a maximum accumulated future
reward. They demonstrated the approach on data from autonomous vehicles and
aerial drones and outperformed other RNN-based methods [3]; however, in the
absence of the refinement module, the predictions were poor.

For predicting variable numbers of humans moving in crowded spaces, Alahi
et al. [2] introduced the idea of “Social LSTMs” which connected neighboring
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LSTMs in a social pooling layer. The intuition behind this approach is that
instead of utilizing all possible information in the scene, the model only focuses
on people who are near each other. The model will then learn that behavior from
data, which was shown to improve over traditional approaches which use hand-
crafted functions such as social forces [8]. Many authors have applied similar
methods for multi-agent tracking using trajectories [9–11].

Nearly all work that considers multiple agents via a top-down approach is
concerned with modeling behaviors in sports. Kim et al. [12] used the global
motion of all players to predict the future location of the ball in soccer. Chen
et al. [13] used an occupancy map of noisy player detections to predict the
camera-motion of a basketball broadcast. Zheng et al. [14] used an image-based
representation of player positions over time to simulate the future location of
a basketball. Lucey et al. [5] learned role representations from raw positional
data, while Le et al. [7] utilized a similar representation with a deep neural
network to imitate the motion paths of an entire soccer team. Felsen et al. [15]
used hand-crafted features to predict future events in water polo and basketball.
Lastly Su et al. [16] used ego-centric appearance and joint attention to model
social dynamics and predict the motion of basketball players. In this paper, we
utilize the representation which most closely resembles Le et al. [7], the CVAE
approach utilized by [1], and a prediction task similar to [16].

Personalization to Tracking Data. Recommendation systems, which pro-
vide personalized predictions for various tasks often use matrix factorization
techniques [17]. However, such techniques operate under the assumption that
one can decompose the data linearly, using hand-crafted features to capture the
non-linearities. However, in conjunction with deep models and the vast amount
of vision data, recommendation engines based on vision data are starting to
emerge. Recently, Deng et al. [18] used a factorized variational autoencoder to
model audience reaction to full-feature length movies. Charles et al. [19] pro-
posed using a CNN to personalize pose estimation to a person’s appearance over
time. Insafutdinov et al. [6] used a graph partitioning to group similar body-parts
to enable effective body-pose tracking. In all of these works, they use their deep
networks to find the low-dimensional embedding at the encoder state which they
use to personalize their predictions. In this work, we followed a similar strategy
but included the embedding in a variational module.

Conditional Variational Autoencoders. Variational Autoencoders [20] are
similar to traditional autoencoders, but have an added regularization of the
latent space, which allows for the generation of new examples in a variety of con-
texts [21,22]. Since the task of fine-grained prediction is naturally one in which
history and context determine the future motions, we utilize a conditional vari-
ational autoencoder (CVAE) [23,24]. In computer vision, CVAEs have recently
been used for inpainting [25,26], and for predicting the future motion of agents
in complex scenes [1,27]. In this paper, we apply the idea of conditioning on
the history and the surrounding context to predict the personalized adversarial
motion of multiple agents without ranking or refinement.
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3 Basketball Tracking Dataset

Team sports provide an ideal setting for evaluating personalized behavior mod-
els. Firstly, there is a vast amount of labeled data in sports, including poten-
tially thousands of data points for each player. Furthermore, the behaviors in
team sports are well-defined and complex, with multiple agents simultaneously
interacting collaboratively and adversarially. Therefore, sports tracking data is
a good compromise between completely unstructured tracking data (e.g., pedes-
trian motion where the number of agents is unconstrained) and highly structured
data (e.g., body pose or facial tracking where the number of agents is both fixed
and physically connected). To that end, we present basketball as a canonical
example of a team goal sport, and we introduce a new basketball dataset.

Fig. 2. Dataset Example plays from our basketball dataset, which contains 95,002
12-second sequences of offense (color), defense (gray), and ball (orange) 2D overhead-
view trajectories. The identity, team, and canonical position of each player are known.
(Color figure online)

Our proposed dataset is composed of 95,002 12-second sequences of the 2D
basketball player and ball overhead-view point trajectories from 1247 games in
the 2015/16 NBA season. The trajectories are obtained from the STATS in-venue
system of six stationary, calibrated cameras, which projects the 3D locations
of players and the ball onto a 2D overhead view of the court. Figure 2 visu-
alizes two example sequences. Each sequence, sampled at 25 Hz, has the same
team on offense for the full duration, ends in either a shot, turnover or foul.
By eliminating transition plays where teams switch from defense to offense mid-
sequence, we constrain the sequences to contain persistent offense and defense.
Each sequence is zero-centered to the court center and aligned, so the offense
always shoots toward the court’s right-side basket. In our experiments, we sub-
sample the trajectory data at 5 Hz, thereby reducing the data dimensionality
without compromising information about quick changes of direction.

Personalization. We label each sequence with its player identity, team, canon-
ical position (i.e., point/shooting guard, small/power forward, center), and
aligned position (Sect. 4.3). Only the 210 players with the most playing time
across all sequences are assigned unique identities. The remaining players are
labeled by their canonical position, thus limiting the set of player identities.
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Data Splits. The data is randomly split into train, validation, and test sets
with 60 708, 15 244, and 19 050 sequences in each respective split.

4 Methods

We frame the multi-agent trajectory prediction problem as follows: In a 2D
environment, a set A of interacting agents are observed over the time history
[t0, tq] to have trajectories X

[t0,tq ]
A = {X

[t0,tq ]
i }|∀i∈A. The trajectory history of the

ith agent is defined as X
[t0,tq ]
i = {xt0

i , xt0+1
i , · · · , x

tq
i }, where xt

i represents the 2D
coordinates of the trajectory at time t. We wish to predict the subsequent future
motion, to time tf , of a subset of agents P ⊆ A. In other words, our objective is
to learn the posterior distribution P (Y (tq,tf ]

P |X [t0,tq ]
A ,O) of the future trajectory

motion of the agents in subset P, specifically Y
(tq,tf ]
P = {Y

(tq,tf ]
j }|∀j∈P .

Fig. 3. Model architecture. The inputs to the (i) trajectory encoder are the tracking

history of all players X
[t0,tq ]

A , the identity �, and the context X
(tq,tf ]

K . The trajectory

context X
(tq,tf ]

K is (ii) encoded as HC . The one-hot-encoded player or team identity �
is (iii) encoded as Hρ. The (iv) variational module predicts the mean μz and standard
deviation Σz of the latent variable distribution N (μz, Σz). A random sample ẑ from
N (μz, Σz) is input to the decoder, along with the conditionals HC , Hρ, and the last

one second of player motions X
[tq−fps,tq ]

A . The (v) decoder then predicts the future

paths Ŷ . At train time the KL divergence and L2 loss are minimized.

In addition to the observed trajectory history, we also condition our learned
future trajectory distribution on other available observations O. In particular, O
may consist of: (1) the identities � of the agents in P, and (2) the future context
C, represented by the future trajectories X

(tq,tf ]
K = {X

(tq,tf ]
� }|∀�∈K of agents in

the set K ⊂ A s.t. K∪P = A, K∩P = {}. One of the main contributions of this
work is how to include various types of information into O, and the influence of
each information type on the prediction accuracy of Y

(tq,tf ]
P (Sect. 5.1).

The conditionals and inputs to our model are each encoded in their encoders.
To learn the posterior, we use a CVAE, which allows for the conditional gener-
ation of trajectories while modeling the uncertainty of future prediction. In our
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case, the CVAE learns to approximate the distribution P (Y (tq,tf ]
P | X

[t0,tq ]
A ,O)

by introducing a random Dz-dimensional latent variable z. The CVAE enables
solving one-to-many problems, such as prediction, by learning a distribution
Q(z = ẑ | X

[t0,tq ]
A ,O) that best reconstructs Y

(tq,tf ]
P .

Figure 3 shows our overall model architecture, which is divided into the five
modules: (i) the trajectory encoder with X

[t0,tq ]
A and O as input, (ii) the context

encoder with X
(tq,tf ]
K as input, (iii) the identity encoder with � as input, (iv) a

variational module, and (v) the trajectory decoder with sampled latent variable
ẑ and encoded conditionals as input. The input to the variational module is the
joint encoding of the trajectory history X

[t0,tq ]
A with the context and identity.

The trajectory history, context, and identity serve as our conditionals in the
CVAE, where the context and identity are each separately encoded before being
concatenated with ẑ as input to the decoder. The trajectory history conditional
X

[tq−1,tq ]
P for ẑ is the last one second of observed trajectory history of the agents

in P. This encourages the model predictions to be consistent with the observed
history, as our decoder outputs X

[tq−1,tq ]
P concatenated with Y

(tq,tf ]
P .

4.1 Training Phase

We have modeled the latent variable distribution as a normal distribution

Q
(
z = ẑ | X

[t0,tq ]
A ,X

(tq,tf ]
K , �

)
= Q (z = ẑ | Hx,HC ,H�)

∼ N (μz, Σz) . (1)

Therefore, at train time the variational module minimizes the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence (DKL) and the trajectory decoder minimizes Euclidean distance∥∥∥Y − Ŷ

∥∥∥
2

2
. For simplicity, let Y = (X [tq−1,tq ]

P , Y
(tq,tf ]
P ). The total loss is

L =
∥∥∥Y − Ŷ

∥∥∥
2

2
+ βDKL(P ||Q), (2)

where P
(
z | X

[t0,tq ]
A ,X

(tq,tf ]
K , �

)
= N (0, 1) is a prior distribution and β is a

weighting factor to control the relative scale of the loss terms. We found that
for β = 1, our model without the conditionals (VAE) would roughly predict the
mean trajectory, whereas when β � 1 we were able to predict input-dependent
motion. In our proposed model, we observed that β = 1 performed as well as
β � 1, so in all our experiments except for the vanilla VAE, we use β = 1.

4.2 Testing Phase

At test time, the input into the trajectory encoder is the trajectory history of all
agents X

[t0,tq ]
A , the future trajectories of the agents not predicted X

(tq,tf ]
K , and the

encoded agent identities �. The variational module takes the encoded trajectory
HX , which is also conditioned on the context X

(tq,tf ]
K and the player identities
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�, and returns a sample of the random latent variable ẑ. The trajectory decoder
then infers the tracks of the agents to be predicted Y

(tq,tf ]
P given a sampled ẑ,

the encoded context HC , the encoded identities H�, and the final one second of
trajectory history for the agents to be predicted, X

[tq−1,tq ]
P .

4.3 Trajectory Alignment

The network inputs are a concatenation of each 2D agent trajectories. For exam-
ple, the input X

[t0,tq ]
A forms an |A| × (tq · 5) × 2 array, where |A| is the number

of agents, tq · 5 is the total number of temporal samples over tq seconds sampled
at 5 Hz. One of the significant challenges in encoding multi-agent trajectories is
the presence of permutation disorder. In particular, when we concatenate the
trajectories of all agents in A to form X

[t0,tq ]
A , we need to select a natural and

consistent ordering of the agents. If we concatenate them in a random order, then
two similar plays with similar trajectories will have considerably different rep-
resentations. To minimize the permutation disorder, we need an agent ordering
that is consistent from one play to another.

If we have a variable number of agents, it is natural to use an image-based
representation of the agent tracks. In our case, where we have a fixed number
of agents, we instead align tracks using a tree-based role alignment [28]. This
alignment has recently been shown to minimize reconstruction error; therefore
it provides an optimal representation of the multi-agent trajectories.

In brief, the tree-based role alignment uses two alternating steps, (i) an
Expectation-Maximization (EM) based alignment of agent positions to a tem-
plate and (ii) K-means clustering of the aligned agent positions, where cluster
centers form the templates for the next EM step. Alternating between EM and
clustering leads to a splitting of leaf nodes in a tree until either there are fewer
than M frames in a cluster or the depth of the tree exceeds D. For our exper-
iments we used D = 6 and trained separate trees for offense (M = 400) and
defense (M = 4000). To learn a per-frame alignment tree, we used 120 K ran-
domly sampled frames from 10 NBA games from the 2014/15 season.

4.4 Implementation Details

Architecture. All encoders consist of N fully connected layers, where each layer
has roughly half the number of units as its input layer. We experimented with
different input histories, prediction horizons, and player representations, so we
dynamically set the layer structure for each experiment, while maintaining 64
and 16 units in the final layer of the trajectory and context encoders, respec-
tively. For the identity encoder, the final output size depended on the identity
representation �, which was either: (1) a (concatenated) one-hot encoding of
the team(s) of the players in P (output dimension 5 for single team and 16 for
mixed), and (2) a (concatenated) one-hot encoding of each player identity in P.
See the supplementary for the full architecture details.
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Learning. At train time we minimize the loss via backpropagation with the
ADAM optimizer, batch size 256, initial learning rate 0.001, and 0.5 learning
rate decay every 10 epochs of size 200K. We also randomly sample the training
set so that the number of times a sequence appears in an epoch is proportional
to the number of players it has with unique identity.

5 Experiments

We evaluate the effect on prediction performance of: (1) each information type
input in our proposed model architecture (Sect. 5.1); (2) the number and types of
agents in the input and output, i.e., offense only, defense only, and both offense
and defense (Sect. 5.2); (3) the predicted agents’ during-play role (Sect. 5.3); (4)
the length of the history input (Sect. 5.4); and (5) the length of the prediction
horizon (Sect. 5.5).

Baselines. Our baselines are: velocity-based extrapolation, nearest neighbor
retrieval, vanilla and Social LSTMs, and a VAE. Retrieval was performed using
nearest neighbor search on the aligned (Sect. 4.3) trajectory history of the agents
we wish to predict, matching the evaluation track histories to the training track
histories based on minimum Euclidean distance. Then, we compare the error of
the future trajectories of the top-k results to the ground truth. We found that
these predictions are very poor, performing significantly worse than velocity-
based extrapolation. Next, we compared our performance with the previous state
of the art recurrent prediction methods, namely a vanilla LSTM and the Social
LSTM. We found that the vanilla LSTM performed poorly with around 25 ft
error for 4 s prediction horizon. The inclusion of social pooling improved the
performance of the LSTM with 18 ft error for 4 s prediction horizon. However,
the Social LSTM still performed significantly worse than simple velocity extrap-
olation at time horizons less than 6 s. The poor performances of the vanilla
LSTM method and the Social LSTM method agrees with previous work on pre-
dicting basketball player trajectories conducted on a different data set [16]. As
such, for most experiments, we use velocity-based extrapolation as our baseline,
since it has the best performance.

Performance Metrics. We report three metrics. First, the L2 distance (ft)
between predicted trajectories and the ground truth, averaged over each time
step for each agent. Second is the maximum distance between the prediction and
ground truth for an agent trajectory, averaged over all agent trajectories. Last
is the miss rate, calculated as the fraction of time the L2 error exceeds 3 ft.

5.1 What Information Gives Us the Best Prediction?

In our proposed problem, there are four sources of information with the poten-
tial to improve prediction: (i) the trajectory history X

[t0,tq ]
A of all agents, (ii)

the future motion X
(tq,tf ]
K of the players not predicted, i.e., context, (iii) the

player/team identities, i.e., personalization and (iv) the agent alignment. The
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Table 1. Offense prediction error for 4 s history and prediction horizon.
We test three different trajectory alignments (i) random, (ii) canonical position, and
(iii) role. We also test 3 conditionals: (a) the previous one second of player motions
(history), (b) the next 4 s of the defensive motions (context), and (c) one-hot encoded
player or team (identity). The miss rate is calculated with threshold 3 ft.

Method Alignment Conditional Error (Offense, 4 s in future)

History Context Identity Avg dist [ft] / (Top-5) Max dist Miss rate

Velocity - - - - 7.77 14.45 82.18

Retrieval Role - - - 11.41 / (8.80) 28.57 86.77

VAE Random - - - 7.10 19.24 74.90

VAE Role - - - 6.85 18.84 72.78

CVAE Random 1 s None None 6.90 18.98 73.83

CVAE Random None Encoded None 6.97 18.46 75.29

CVAE Random None None Team 7.05 19.25 74.15

CVAE Random None None Player 7.02 19.17 75.15

CVAE Random None Encoded Team 6.98 18.46 75.65

CVAE Random 1 s None Team 6.91 18.95 74.18

CVAE Random 1 s Encoded None 6.73 18.11 74.64

CVAE Random 1 s Encoded Team 6.76 18.15 74.97

CVAE Random 1 s Encoded Player 6.64 18.00 74.29

CVAE Position 1 s Encoded Team 6.09 16.87 70.37

CVAE role 1 s encoded none 5.81 16.41 66.67

CVAE role 1 s encoded team 5.80 16.45 66.39

CVAE Role 1 s Encoded Player 5.96 17.03 67.07

observed trajectory history serves as the input to the model and is fixed to 4 s.
The final 1 second of trajectory history of the players we predict, the context,
and the identity are treated as conditionals (Fig. 3), whereas the agent alignment
enables efficient trajectory encoding. For this section (Table 1), we only predict
the offense, which avoids conflating the effect of agent type with the effect of the
information sources. We also fix the prediction horizon at 4 s.

To understand the influence of alignment alone, we compare the result of
the baseline VAE with random versus role aligned agents. In the absence of
the alignment the VAE has moderate performance, outperforming baselines. For
example, in the first row of Fig. 4 the VAE captures co-movement of players (red
and purple) that velocity-based extrapolation does not. However, the VAE does
not capture the two agents crossing.

To understand the influence of each conditional, we randomly order the input
trajectories and perform a set of ablation studies using a variety of conditions.
We apply each conditional separately to compare their individual effects on
performance, including comparing the use of team versus player identity.

Interestingly, the VAE and the CVAE using a single conditional perform
similarly. However, if we combine conditionals, we create an even stronger co-
movement signal, e.g., red and purple players in the first row in Fig. 4. Still, with
all the conditionals and random agent ordering, we fail to get the crossing of the
trajectories.
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Fig. 4. Offense player predictions. Given a 4 s trajectory history (gray) for all
players (defense not pictured), we predict (solid lines) the next 4 s of offense player
motion. Dashed lines are ground truth. Each row represents the same play, and each
trajectory color corresponds to a player. The color intensity is proportional to the
likelihood. Column (a) velocity-based extrapolation. Column (b) VAE with random
trajectory alignment. Column (c) CVAE with random trajectory alignment and all
conditionals (player ID). Column (d) adding role alignment to the CVAE (team ID).

When we both align and condition, we are able to correctly predict tracks
crossing (red and purple players first row in Fig. 4d). In particular, we see the
greatest improvement in our prediction by including the context, history, and
team identity (bold in Table 1). These results imply that alignment, context, and
history contain complementary information. Though alignment and conditioning
improve our predictions, we struggle to predict sudden changes in movement (red
player in row 3 of Fig. 4d), and stationary players (green players in row 1 and
blue player in row 3 of Fig. 4d).

The modest improvements found by including team identity vanish when
we use multi-template tree-based role alignment; implying that the alignment
contains the added information provided by conditioning on the team identity.
In other words, the clusters in latent space that the variational module finds with
canonical alignment are team sensitive. This sensitivity to the team implies that
certain teams perform certain collective motions. However, after tree-alignment,
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this vanishes, implying that the clusters found given optimal alignment exist
below the level of player combinations.

5.2 How Many and Which Agents Can We Predict?

To evaluate how many and which agents we can predict, we split our prediction
tasks into (i) exclusively predicting all 5 offense agents (Sect. 5.1), (ii) exclusively
predicting all 5 defense agents, and (iii) predicting a mixture of offense and
defense agents, from one of each (mix 1v1) to all 10 agents (mix 5v5).

Defense Only. Predicting defense is more straightforward than our other tasks
because the defense reacts to the offense’s play. Thus, the offense motion encodes
much of the information about the defense motion. This is supported by the
overall improvement in prediction for the defense as compared to the offense
(Table 2a and b). The trends in the effect of conditionals and alignment are
similar to the offense-only prediction results, indicating the value of information
is similar regardless of adversary predicted. Therefore, we use role alignment and
conditionals history, context, and team identity in subsequent experiments.

Mixed Offense and Defense. Our most challenging prediction task is to simul-
taneous predict the motion of offense and defense. This is akin to asking: can
we predict the motion of unobserved agents given the motion of the remaining
seen agents? In the most general case of trying to predict all players, we found
that the prediction performance splits the difference between the prediction of
the offense and defense alone (Table 2a).

Table 2. Prediction error ablation. (a) We vary the observed history for a 4 s
prediction, and observe that the optimal trajectory history is 4 s, though marginally
so. (b) We vary the prediction horizon given a 4 s observed history, and observe that
the prediction error monotonically increases as a function of time horizon. (c) We vary
the number of players to predict for a 4 s horizon given a 4 s history, and observe an
increase in average prediction error as we increase the number of agents per team from
1 to 5. For all experiments, we conditioned on the previous 1 s, the future motion of all
agents not predicted, and the selected player or team identities. All errors are in feet.
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Next, we investigated how many agents per team we could predict over a
4 s time horizon, given a 4 s history (Table 2c). Surprisingly, we found relatively
little performance degradation when predicting the motion of all ten players
(5v5) versus one player each (1v1) on offense and defense (5.7 ft vs 4.2 ft). In the
case of predicting all ten agents, the only conditionals are the player or team
identities and the previous 1 s of history. The input is the 4 s trajectory history.

5.3 How Does Personnel Influence Prediction?

Since alignment improved our prediction results, we investigated the per-role
prediction error (Fig. 5a) to uncover whether some roles are easier to predict
than others. We found ∼ 16% difference in the per-role prediction error for
predicting offense compared to defense only. However, the per role variation
does not hold when predicting a mixture of agents, in which case the prediction
error of all agents increases.

5.4 How Much History Do We Need?

Next, we tested the effect of the observed trajectory duration on prediction per-
formance, that is how the history length influences predictions. The conditionals
are the previous 1 s of the agents we are predicting, the future motion of players
we are not predicting, and the team or player identity. We varied the observed

Fig. 5. Prediction error ablation. For all experiments, we provided 4 s of history
and conditioned on the previous 1 second and the future of all agents not predicted.
(a) We evaluate the per-role prediction error for a 4 s prediction horizon, given a 4 s
observed history. Defense is easier to predict than offense, and although mixed (2v2)
appears to have better overall prediction than offense, per-role it is slightly worse,
which makes sense because it’s a harder task. (b) We visualize the prediction errors as
a function of horizon, given a 4 s observed trajectory history. The baselines are velocity
(for offense only), and vanilla LSTM and Social LSTM (for all 10 agents), which we
compare with our best method run on offense and defense only, as well as the mixture
of all 10 agents. The precise values are reported in Table 2b.
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history from 1-8 s and predicted the subsequent 4 s. As before, the defense is
the easiest to predict, and multi-template role alignment with team identity pro-
vides the best prediction performance (Table 2a). We find 4 s of history is barely
optimal, either because the player motions decorrelate at this time scale, or our
encoder architecture cannot recover correlations at longer timescales.

5.5 How Far Can We Predict?

To evaluate how far in the future we can predict, we provided 4 s of history of all
player motions and predicted out to at most 8 s. Additionally, we provided the
last 1 s of player motions and the future of the un-predicted agents as a condi-
tional. In Fig. 6 we can clearly see that as the we to underestimate the curvature
of motions (cyan in example 1, T = 6 s), or underestimate the complexity of
motion (purple in row 1, T = 6 s and red in row 2, T = 6 s).

As expected, the prediction error increases monotonically with the prediction
time horizon (Fig. 5b), and when we include team identity, the prediction error
changes less with the time horizon. Also, we see that the prediction error for the
defensive is smaller than mixed offense and defense or offense alone.

We also notice that we far outperform the current state of the art prediction
methods (Fig. 5b). It is remarkable that even when predicting the motion of all
agents that our performance is three times as good as the Social LSTM (for
4 s time horizon). Again, it is important to note that the performance of the
LSTM baselines agrees with previous results on a similar dataset [16]. Lastly,
we note that the prediction of player trajectories presented by Shan et al. [16]
which uses far more information, specifically the egocentric appearance of all
players produces a per player average error of 11.8 ft (3.6 m). Though not directly

Fig. 6. Prediction as a function of time horizon. We input the previous 4 s of
every agent’s motion (grey), and predict the offense player trajectories over horizon
T s. The conditionals are the future motion of the defense (not shown), the final one
second of offense history, and team identity. Each row represents a different example,
and each color represents the player tree-based role. Dashed lines are the ground truth.
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comparable, this shows the power of our proposed generative method: with less
information, our method produces noticeably better results.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that a generative method based on conditional variational
autoencoder (CVAE) is three times as accurate as the state of the art recur-
rent frameworks for the task of predicting player trajectories in an adversarial
team game. Furthermore, these predictions improve by conditioning the predic-
tions on the history and the context, i.e., the motion of agents not predicted
and their identity. Also, where available, further improvement in the quality of
prediction can be found by providing multi-template aligned data. By aligning
and conditioning of context and history, we can produce remarkably accurate,
context-specific predictions without the need for ranking and refinement mod-
ules. We also found that our predictions were sensitive to the player role, as
determined during alignment. However, we did not find any additional improve-
ment in prediction when providing the player identity alone. The sensitivity
to the player role, but not identity implies that role contains the information
held in identity alone. Therefore, more fine-grained personalization may require
additional player data, such as weight, height, age, minutes played.
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